
Big Bang Theory – Gossip Scene

Hey, how’s it going?  

- Not too bad. Did you hear about Howard and Bernadette?

Of course I heard about it. How'd you hear about it?

- I heard about it from Sheldon. He got it from Amy. 

Damn it. I told Amy that in strictest confidence. Boy, some people are such blabbermouths. Oh 
Whatever. I'm sure Bernadette can do much better. 

- Do you think essentially ambivalent Indian astrophysicist with selective mutism and alcohol issues is 
better than a hundred pound Jewish guy who lives with his mom? 

You are kidding?! Raj likes Bernadette?

- I didn't say Raj.  Who said Raj?

Okay, give.  How do you know?  Did he tell you?  

- No.  

Well then who? 

- Look. I can't say ….

Priya told you.  What a little gossip! Not an attractive quality to want in a letter.  Not judging. just my 
opinion.

- Wow, the point is that if this got out, it would destroy Howard and Raj's friendship.

 You don't have to worry. Unlike Amy and Priya I know how to keep a secret. 

- You're the one who told Amy in the first place. 

In confidence. 

Oh hey, Amy. Bernadette just texted me. Howard proposed?  

-Yes not important. Just stopped by to let you know I'm getting orthotics. Also I'm carrying Sheldon's 
baby. Mom's the word. 

You're pregnant?

- Wow, is there anything on there about orthotics?
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Have you heard 
the news? 

Just between you 
and me .....

Keep this a 
secret but .....

Don't tell a soul 
but ......

Mums the word 
but ....

The word on the 
street is ....

People are saying 
that ......

Don't pass this 
around but ....

It's said 
that .... 

Keep this quiet 
but .....

The word on the 
street is ... 

I heard it through 
the grapevine ....

Have you heard 
the latest 
gossip? 

A rumor is going 
around that .... 

You'll never guess 
what I just heard! 

Have I got some 
juicy gossip for 

you! 

broke up drugs

got caught for arrested

cheated likes / loves

lost fight

stole lied

ill / sick accident

cosmetic surgery failed

moving hates




